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Abstract Global trend patterns of yearly mean total column
water (TCW) from the European Centre for Medium Range
Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) 20th century atmosphere model
ERA-20CM (1900–2009) and the currently state-of-the-art
reanalysis ERA-Interim (1979–2012) show common features
of statistically significant upward trends. Of particular interest appears a pronounced regional dipole pattern of interannual climate variability over the South American continent
particularly evident in ERA-Interim data. The trend dipole
affects two distinct areas: the Andean Amazon basin and the
Northeast Brazil. The target regions are characterized by
rising and decreasing water content associated with water
vapor convergence (divergence) and upward (downward)
mass fluxes, respectively. As expected, local water vapor
feedback due to local surface temperature change does to
not fully explain this TCW trend dipole; other mechanisms
may play a role in establishing the observed feature such as
moisture transports and monsoon variability in the last decade. The observed trends of the normalized difference
vegetation index (NDVI) during the period 1982–2005 show
an increasing greenness that coincides with the moistening
of the atmospheric column in the Amazon basin. These
results are substantiated by two single-station ground-based
GPS measurements of TCW vapor (TCWV) from the two
target regions.
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1 Introduction
The atmospheric water vapor contributes about two thirds to
the natural greenhouse effect and unlike the other greenhouse
gases, such as CO2 and CH4, has a high spatial and temporal
variability. It also has a crucial role in cloud formation and
release of latent heat affecting the Earth’s energy budget.
Sudden changes of atmospheric water vapor content are observed during the development of extreme weather events like
floods, the land fall of hurricanes, or the genesis of
extratropical cyclones. Water vapor plays also a major role
in climate as a dominant feedback variable: In a warming
climate, the amount of moisture in the atmosphere, which is
governed by the Clausius–Clapeyron equation, is expected to
rise. This water vapor feedback is generally thought to be
positive, with most atmospheric models maintaining almost
constant relative humidity for increasing temperatures
throughout the tropical tropospheric column, implying an
increase of specific humidity. In the last decade or so, there
has been some debate on the magnitude of water vapor feedback, with some authors suggesting that the relationship between increasing temperature at the surface and upper tropospheric humidity may be negative (Lindzen 1990). However,
most studies indicate that the water vapor feedback is positive
(e.g., Held and Soden 2000; Minschwaner and Dessler 2004;
Soden et al. 2005). For climate studies, also, the absorbing
properties of water vapor in the thermal infrared region continue to be of interest. The water vapor pure rotation region
(below about 500 cm−1) remains of critical importance with
respect to the outgoing long-wave radiation and to the cooling
in the middle and upper troposphere (Clough and Iacono
1995; Harries et al. 2008).
Hence, advancing the understanding of variability and
change of water vapor is particularly relevant for a variety of
atmospheric research applications and weather forecasting
(Bengtsson et al. 2004; Gutman et al. 2004; Trenberth et al.
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2005). However, so far, long-term variations of global water
vapor in both temporal and spatial scales remain poorly understood because of the lack of long-term homogeneous observational data. The newly developed atmospheric model
ERA-20CM (Hersbach et al. 2013) simulating the 20th century climate and the reanalysis ERA-Interim (hereafter
ERAI, Dee et al. 2011) from the European Centre for
Medium Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) provide an
opportunity to examine the variability of global water vapor
content. The first dataset, covering the period 1900–2009,
represents an “experimental” model realization of the climate
in the last century, while the second, spanning from 1979 to
present, is the last reanalysis product delivered by the
ECMWF with the aim to address several difficult data assimilation problems encountered in the previous ERA-40
reanalysis project, mostly related to the use of satellite data.
Good progress was achieved in this regard, resulting in an
improved representation of the hydrological cycle, a more
realistic stratospheric circulation, and better temporal consistency on a range of timescales.
In the present paper, we assess changes in atmospheric total
water content of which water vapor is the dominant component compared to ice and liquid water, with a focus on the
column-integrated amount (hereafter total column water
(TCW)). We are especially interested in evaluating and
exploiting the ERA-Interim reanalysis data, which represent
the latest reanalysis product available, while ERA-20CM is
considered as an example of a longer climate record covering
the entire 20th century. The annual means of TCW at global
scale are computed, and the interannual variability is analyzed
using these datasets. As a first-order indicator of the long-term
variability, we use the linear trend in the time series, being
aware of the limitations of such a measure to draw any
conclusion based only on the detected tendencies. However,
a global analysis of TCW long-term trends may help in
understanding whether there are regions with different time
behaviors (at least in the last three decades when the scientific
community is more confident on the observational system)
that deserve further investigations. We will show the existence
of regions with pronounced statistically significant trends in
the TCW, and we found that over land upward trends of higher
magnitude occur in the Amazonia basin. Hence, we focused
on that region by investigating the long-term trends of other
climate-related variables in the area such as near-surface temperature, vertical velocity, moisture flux divergence, and precipitation rate.
The study is complemented by an analysis of greenness
vegetation through the normalized difference vegetation index
(NDVI) in the area of interest and an investigation of the
usefulness of ground-based GPS measurements of TCW vapor (hereafter TCWV) for monitoring the detected change. It
is worth noticing that, as mentioned before, water vapor
represents the dominant component of TCW, particularly in

tropical regions characterized by strong convection and thunderstorms. For this reason, in the Amazonia region, we indistinctly analyze TCW and TCWV.
Previous studies found that reanalyses are deficient in
reproducing the variability and trends of TCWV, especially
over the tropical regions (e.g., Allan et al. 2004; Sudradjat
et al. 2005; Trenberth et al. 2005). Since the conventional
surface, radiosonde, and satellite observations are all assimilated into the reanalyses, ground-based GPS measurements
are independent data and appear useful for validating the
reanalysis products (e.g., Vey et al. 2010; Ning et al. 2013).
Recent studies have shown that, despite the general agreement
between reanalysis and GPS observations, in tropical regions,
differences in TCWV seasonal signals and anomalies may be
found (see, for example, Vey et al. 2010). In the context of the
present paper, we use ground-based GPS observations from
two sample stations in the Amazon region and Northeast
Brazil to qualitatively check with independent observations
the time behavior of ERAI TCWV in the last two decades.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly presents the datasets that we used and methods. The global and
regional trend features are illustrated in Section 3 accompanied by an analysis of the NDVI and a comparison with
ground-based GPS measurements in the target regions. The
summary and discussion are given in Section 4.

2 Data and methods
2.1 Data
Datasets used in the present study are the (i) ERA-20CM and
(ii) ERA-Interim reanalysis produced by the ECMWF.
Additionally, for the regional analysis in South America, we
used (iii) NDVI data and (iv) ground-based GPS measurements of TCWV freely delivered by the Global Land Cover
Facility (GLCF) and the National Center for Atmospheric
Research (NCAR), respectively. Finally, for the analysis of
precipitation tendencies in the area of interest, we used the
following two datasets: (v) the Global Precipitation
Climatology Project (GPCP) Version 2.2 Combined
Precipitation Dataset and (vi) the Global Precipitation
Climatology Centre (GPCC) Full Data Reanalysis Version
6.0.
The ERA-20CM dataset, recently developed within the
European research project ERA of Global Climate
Observations (ERA-CLIM), consists of an ensemble of 10
atmospheric model integrations for the period 1900–2009
using the ECMWF forecast model at T159 spectral resolution
(approximately 125 km globally) with 91 vertical levels extending from the surface up to 0.01 hPa (approximately
80 km). The 10 model integrations are based on 10 distinct
global estimates of sea-surface temperature and sea-ice
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concentrations provided by the Met Office Hadley Centre,
while other atmospheric forcing data (i.e., solar forcing, volcanic aerosols, atmospheric ozone climatology, or greenhouse
gas distributions) are from the CMP5 project (see http://cmippcmdi.llnl.gov/cmip5 online). The ERA-20CM dataset serves
as a baseline for the ERA-CLIM pilot reanalysis of the 20th
century, ERA-20C (Hersbach et al. 2013; Poli et al. 2013). For
the purpose of the present study, we consider the TCW data
(global) for the control run covering the period 1900–2009 at
1° resolution in latitude and longitude. It is worth noticing that
ERA-20CM is delivered by the ECMWF as an “experimental” product and hence is here used just to give an outlook of
TCW tendencies over a longer time section (compared to
ERAI) covering the entire last century.
ERAI is the latest global atmospheric reanalysis product of
the ECMWF covering the period from 1979 to the present
(Dee et al. 2011). The dataset is produced with a sequential
data assimilation scheme, advancing forward in time using 12
hourly analysis cycles. In each cycle, all available observations are combined with prior information from a forecast
model to estimate the evolving state of the atmosphere. The
four-dimensional variational (4DVAR) assimilation system
used in ERAI ensures the consistency between the analyzed
variables and within the analyzed fields both in space and time
for each analysis window. The ERA-Interim atmospheric
model has 60 levels in the vertical with the top level at
0.1 hPa and T255 spherical–harmonic representation for the
basic dynamical fields. The vertical integral of a quantity is
defined over the full model levels (Berrisford et al. 2011), and
monthly means of daily means are produced by averaging
over the four synoptic means (Berrisford et al. 2009). ERAI
improved on several deficiencies reported in the previous
reanalysis ERA-40, in particular, the water cycle that was
too wet in the tropics and showed breaks in time series of
some products that coincide with the introduction of satellites
into the assimilation scheme. In the present study, monthly
means of daily means of TCW from 1979 to 2012 at 1°
resolution are used for the global-scale analysis, while 0.5°
resolution is selected for the regional analysis in South
America. The vertical integral of the moisture flux divergence,
2-m temperature, omega velocity, and meridional wind fields
are also considered.
The Global Inventory Modeling and Mapping Studies
(GIMMS) dataset used here is a NDVI product available from
July 1981 to October 2006. The dataset is derived from
imagery obtained from the Advanced Very High Resolution
Radiometer (AVHRR) instrument onboard the NOAA satellite series 7, 9, 11, 14, 16, and 17 (Tucker et al. 2005). The
dataset has been corrected for calibration, view geometry,
volcanic aerosols, and other effects not related to vegetation
change (Pinzon et al. 2005). The NDVI is the difference (in
reflectance) between the AVHRR near-infrared and visible
bands (band 2 and band 1, respectively, say 0.725–1.10 and

0.58–0.68 μm) divided by the sum of these two bands (Tucker
1980; Sellers et al. 1994). It ranges between −1 and +1, and
generally, it is around 0 for non-vegetated areas and >0.7 for
dense vegetation; negative values of NDVI approaching −1
correspond to deep water. Data are given at about 0.07°
resolution per pixel (about 8 km). The GIMMS dataset is
composited at a 15-day time step; the product is the maximum
value of the 15 previous days. For the present analysis, annual
mean NDVI time series from 1982 to 2005 are computed and
analyzed. Moreover, to make the NDVI data consistent with
the ones of ERAI, the original spatial resolution of 0.07° is upscaled to 0.5° by averaging over the surrounding pixels.
The NCAR global, two hourly GPS TCWV dataset was
derived from ground-based GPS measurements of zenith tropospheric delay (ZTD) using the International GNSS Service
(IGS) products, the US SuomiNet (UCAR/COSMIC), and the
Japanese GPS Earth Observation Network (GEONET) data
(Wang et al. 2007). Aiming at comparing ERAI TCWV with
GPS observations, two stations falling in the area of interest
are considered: (1) BOGT at Bogotà, Colombia (latitude 4.64

Fig. 1 a Global trends of TCW for ERA-20CM control run (1900–
2009), which are statistically significant at 95 % significance level (not
statistically significant in white, units in mm/year). b Time series at the
selected grid point G1 =(4 S, 74 W) in the Amazon basin. Straight dashed
lines denote the fitting linear trends over the period 1900–2009 (black)
and 1979–2009 (red). Arrows mark the strongest El Niño events during
the last three decades
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N, longitude 74.08 W, elevation 2,553.86 m) and (2) BRAZ at
Brasilia, Brazil (latitude 15.95 S, longitude 47.88 W, elevation
1,118.09 m). Both stations belong to the IGS network and are
characterized by continuous measurements with limited missing values over the period 2002–2012 (BOGT) and 2000–
2012 (BRAZ).
The GPCP Version 2.2 Combined Precipitation
Dataset from 1979 to the present combines gage observations and satellite precipitation data into 2.5° resolution in longitude and latitude. In particular, precipitation
estimates from low-orbit satellite microwave data and
geosynchronous-orbit satellite infrared data are taken
into account and adjusted by the rain gage analysis
(see Adler et al. 2003 for details). In the present paper,
the monthly means of precipitation in South America
are considered and the long-term linear trends computed
for the four seasons and the extended winter December–
March (DJFM). Furthermore, the GPCC Full Data
Reanalysis Version 6.0 (Schneider et al. 2011, 2014) is
used for the regional analysis during DJFM. The choice
of this second precipitation dataset is motivated by the
data availability for a longer record length (1901–2010)
that, in principle, is more suitable for the analysis of

long-term trends (taking into account the limitations due to the
uneven spatial and temporal coverage of gauging stations or
uncertainties added by the interpolation techniques). The
GPCC provides gridded gage-analysis products derived from
quality controlled station data at different spatial resolutions
(i.e., 0.5°, 1°, and 2.5°); here, the 0.5° resolution is considered.
Recently, Becker et al. (2013) have illustrated the multiple
uses of GPCC products, including trend analysis and the data
application for the satellite–gage combined precipitation analyses of GPCP.

Fig. 2 Global trends of TCW for a ERA-20CM (1979–2009) and c
ERAI (1979–2012) which are statistically significant at 95 % significance
level and b–d the respective time series at the selected grid point G1 =(4 S,

74 W) in the Amazon basin. Straight dashed line denotes the fitting linear
trend. Arrows mark the strongest El Niño events. Units for trend are
millimeters per year

2.2 Methods of analysis
The linear trend in the time series of interest is here considered
as a first-order indicator of long-term variability. It is computed by applying the least squares method to fit the time series,
while the non-parametric Mann–Kendall test is used to assess
its statistical significance. The test consists of comparing each
value of the time series with the remaining in a sequential
order, and the probability level of significance of 95 % is
considered.
The V index represents the cross-equatorial flow over
Amazonia, whose reversal may be representative of the
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variation of the American monsoon circulation. Following the
definition by Wang and Fu (2002), it is computed as the areaaveraged meridional wind in equatorial western Amazonia (5
S–5 N, 65 W–75 W), a region that experiences a relatively
strong reversal of meridional wind in the annual cycle. For the
purpose of the present study, the V index is computed using
the yearly mean of the meridional wind at 850 hPa.
The two hourly GPS TCWV data have been produced from
ZTD measurements of IGS stations with accuracy of about
4 mm corresponding to ≤1 mm in TCWV (Gendt 1998). The
analysis technique used to derive TCWV from ZTD is based
on the study by Bevis et al. (1994) with surface pressure (Ps)
derived from surface synoptic observations with temporal,
vertical, and horizontal adjustments and water vapor atmospheric mean temperature (T m ) calculated from the
NCEP/NCAR reanalysis with temporal, vertical, and horizontal interpolations (see Wang et al. 2007 for details). The two
hourly TCWV dataset has been used to validate radiosonde
and atmospheric reanalysis data (Wang et al. 2007; Wang and
Zhang 2009). In the present study, monthly and annual mean
values of GPS TCWV estimates are compared with the corresponding TCWV time series provided by ERAI at the grid
point nearest to each station.
It is worth to mention that starting from October 2000, the
5-min ZTD data at all IGS sites were generated using the
precise point positioning approach (Wang and Zhang 2009).
This new GPS product is superior to the two hourly legacy
product with higher temporal resolution and more stations and
claims higher accuracy (Byun and Bar-Sever 2009). For longterm climate applications, there is a concern in the possible
lack of consistency over time in the legacy product resulting
from occasional changes made by individual analysis centers
in their GPS data handling (e.g., different elevation cutoff
angles and revised antenna phase maps) and their ZTD estimation algorithms (e.g., new mapping functions and different
constraint schemes on the analysis parameters). As will be
shown in the next section, for the purpose of the present study
(i.e., to check the qualitative agreement between the time
behavior of ERAI and GPS TCWV data on monthly/annual
timescale), the two hourly product is suitable too. It also offers
the advantage of providing TCWV estimates with a qualitycontrolled methodology.

2009, Fig. 2a) and ERAI (1979–2012, Fig. 2c), respectively.
TCW time series and the fitting linear trend at the selected
location G1 =(4 S, 74 W) in the Amazon basin are also
presented (Figs. 1b, 2b, d).
The following results are noted:
(1) On the centennial timescale, the largest trends occur in
the inner tropics, from where they extend over the oceans
toward both the Northern and Southern Hemisphere
subtropics. A feature to be noted is that the detected
upward trends are statistically significant, while the
downward ones are not.
(2) On the climate timescale (of the last 30 years, Fig. 2), the
trend maxima appear more focused. They occur in the
Southeast Asia extending via the oceanic continent or
Indonesian archipelago into the Southern Ocean (in both

3 Results
3.1 Global trend features
Statistically significant (95 % level) linear trend patterns for
the atmospheric column water are presented for the centennial
period (20th century) and for the most recent period covering
the climate timescale of about 30 years, which are based on
ERA-20CM model control run (1900–2009, Fig. 1a; 1979–

Fig. 3 a Regional trend pattern of TCW for ERAI (1979–2012) and
respective time series at two selected grid points in b the Amazon basin
G1 =(4 S, 74 W) and c Northeast Brazil G2 =(15 S, 45 W). Straight
dashed lines denote the fitting linear trends. Units for TCW are millimeters. Black and blue rectangles delimit the Amazon and Northeast Brazil
regions, respectively
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ERA-20CM and ERAI) and over the tropical South
America in the Amazon basin (ERAI). While ERA20CM shows that the statistically significant trends are
upward almost everywhere, ERAI exhibits features of
downward trends in Central Africa, South America, and
Eastern Pacific Ocean. Also, the ERAI reanalysis shows
opposite trends in the two hemispheres at high latitudes.
(3) The time series at the selected grid point in the
Amazonian region (G1) shows a statistically significant
upward trend that is more pronounced for the shorter
period 1979–2012 in ERAI (0.18 mm/year against 0.06
and 0.03 mm/year in ERA-20CM for the period 1979–
2009 and 1900–2009, respectively). During the last decade or so, three peaks in the ERAI TCW time series can
be distinguished, coinciding with the strongest El Niño
events in 1997–1998, 2002–2003, and 2009 (Fig. 2d).
These peaks appear to lead the growing increase of
atmospheric water content up to nowadays. The model
Fig. 4 As in Fig. 3 but for the
vertically integrated moisture flux
divergence (div(Q)). Units for
div(Q) are millimeters per day
and for its trend millimeters per
day per year. Black rectangle
delimits the Amazon basin, while
blue rectangle the Northeast
Brazil, regions characterized by
opposite tendencies in TCW

ERA-20CM, when compared to ERAI, underestimates
the atmospheric response of the last two strongest El
Niño events, thus providing a weaker upward trend
(Fig. 2b).
(4) ERAI shows that over tropical South America, the trend
occurs as a marked west–east dipole-like trend with
positive (negative) values over Amazonia (Northeast
Brazil). Such a feature is missing in the analysis ERA20CM.
In the following texts, we shall focus on this continental
South American pattern for further analysis to provide insight
into the hydrologically related processes.
3.2 Regional trend features in tropical South America
The regional dipole (Amazon/Northeast Brazil) is represented
by two rectangular areas delimiting the regions R1 =(0 S–12 S,
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Fig. 5 Time series of the areaaveraged (see text) vertical
structure of ω velocity (ERAI
1979–2012) for a the Amazon
basin and c Northeast Brazil. The
related 700-hPa time series (b and
d) are also presented

Fig. 6 a Trend pattern of 2-m temperature (T2m, ERAI 1979–2012). b
The respective anomaly (deviation from the mean over the full record)
time series at the two selected grid points in the Amazon basin (4 S, 74 W;
black line) and Northeast Brazil (15 S, 45 W; blue line). Straight dashed
lines denote the fitting linear trends. The magenta rectangle in a bounds
the area selected for the V-index computation

50 W–76 W) and R2 =(5 S–18 S, 40 W–50 W), for which the
linear trend of the vertically integrated components of the
atmospheric water cycle is analyzed, that is, the TCW content
(Fig. 3) and the vertically integrated moisture flux divergences
(positive, Fig. 4) amended by representative grid point (G1
and G2) time series. The (NW–SE-oriented) trend dipole
shows climatologically consistent features with increasing
(decreasing) column water content and negative (positive)
water flux divergence.
The related ERAI ω-velocity profile (Fig. 5) demonstrates an increasingly strong upward mass transport
which, in the Amazon region, extends over a deep layer
(up to about 300 hPa in recent years), while in
Northeast Brazil, the shallow boundary layer is well
pronounced and covered by a weak mass flux on top.
This is supported by the upward 700-hPa mass flux
increasing over the Amazon (downward trend in ω
velocity, Fig. 5b), but a small decline over Northeast
Brazil (weak upward trend in ω velocity, Fig. 5d).
The near-surface (2 m) air temperature shows a general
upward trend, which is more pronounced in Northeast Brazil
(Fig. 6). The difference between both target areas suggests that
the increasing atmospheric water content in the Amazonia
region cannot be ascribed only to a warming of the Earth’s
surface (i.e., the greenhouse effect). Possibly, other mechanisms contribute to the increasing atmospheric moisture in
that region, such as moisture transports. Since the continent–
ocean surface sensible heat flux gradient is one of the main
sources of moisture transport from the Atlantic that controls
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the precipitation regime in Amazonia, we have analyzed the
time behavior of the monsoon V index.
A typical monsoon system is characterized by a reversal of
the low-level wind direction between the summer and winter
season, reflecting changes in the thermal contrast between
oceans and continents. In Amazonia, during the onset of the
rainy season in austral spring (September–November (SON)),
an increase of the northerly winds is observed that becomes
dominant during austral summer (December–February (DJF);
Silva and Kousky 2012). Thus, the V index is predominantly
southerly (positive) in austral winter (June–August (JJA)) and
northerly (negative) in austral summer (Wang and Fu 2002).
The annual behavior of the V index computed using ERAI
data is displayed in Fig. 7a, while the area selected for the
index computation (5 S–5 N, 65–75 W) is bounded by the
magenta rectangle in Fig. 6a. The index time series shows a
downward trend toward stronger northerly winds.
Consistently with the seasonal variation of the South
American monsoon circulation, the ERAI climatological

Fig. 7 Time series (ERAI 1979–2012) of a the monsoonal V index, (b)
its long-term mean annual cycle, and (c) the slope of the statistically
significant linear trend of each month of the calendar year. Units are
meters per second for the V index and meters per second per year for the
slope of the linear trend

monthly mean V index is northerly in austral summer months
and southerly in austral winter months (Fig. 7b). Statistically
significant (downward) linear trends are observed for winter
months (DJF) and during transitional seasons, say April and
May, October, and November (Fig. 7c). Due to the relationship between the low-level cross-equatorial flow and precipitation over South America (i.e., when the V index is southerly,
precipitation is mainly located to the north of the equator,
while when it is northerly, precipitation shifts toward the
Amazon basin and subtropical South America; Wang and Fu
2002), present results suggest that wetter conditions observed
in recent years over the Amazon basin may be associated with
an intensification of the northerly wind regime. Recent analyses (Ren et al. 2013; Gloor et al. 2013), in fact, have shown
that the Amazon basin is experiencing a substantial wetting
trend since approximately the last two decades. Moreover,
Gloor et al. (2013) suggested that the Amazon precipitation
changes since 1990 are related to increasing atmospheric
water vapor import from the warming tropical Atlantic. A
tendency toward wetter conditions has also been found applying the principal component analysis to the Standardized
Precipitation Index (SPI) computed using the NCEP/NCAR
reanalysis precipitation data for the period 1948–2000 (Bordi
and Sutera 2004, their Figs. 5 and 6).
In investigating these aspects, we have computed the seasonal trends of ERAI TCW and GPCP precipitation for the
common time section 1979–2012 (Figs. 8 and 9, respectively).
From Fig. 8, it can be noted that the trend dipole is present in
all seasons, and what differentiates the seasons is the spatial
distribution of trends. During austral spring and summer
(SON and DJF), the dipole is aligned along the east–west
direction, while during austral fall and winter (March–May
(MAM) and JJA), it is more north–south-oriented. This reflects the seasonal cycle of precipitation that in the area is
mostly related to the monsoon circulation. Also, the seasonal
precipitation trends during DJF and MAM (Fig. 9) reveal this
feature: During austral summer, the dipole is more east–westoriented with upward trends in the R1 region and downward
trends in R2, while during austral fall, the trend dipole is more
north–south with prevailing upward trends both in R1 and R2
regions.
To better understand the impact of monsoon changes over
the rainy season, we have considered the extended austral
summer (DJFM) during which the V index has been found
to be less than −2 m/s, a typical mean value for active monsoon conditions (Wang and Fu 2002). Results for precipitation
trends using both GPCP (1979–2012) and GPCC (1979–
2010) datasets are shown in Fig. 10a, b, respectively. Both
datasets reveal the different tendency in R1 and R2 regions,
although the statistically significant areas are spotted. By
considering the full record of the GPCC precipitation dataset
(1901–2010; Fig. 10c) the trend dipole is still present, and the
statistically significant areas are more spatially localized when
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Fig. 8 Regional trend pattern of
TCW for ERAI (1979–2012) for
the four seasons: a September–
November (SON), b December–
February (DJF), c March–May
(MAM), and d June–August
(JJA). Gray dots denote grid
points with statistically significant
trends at 95 % confidence level.
Units are millimeters per year

compared with Fig. 10b. It is worth noticing that recently, Ren
et al. (2013), using a global reconstructed precipitation dataset
based on observations for the period 1900–2008, found in the
Amazonian region a dipole trend pattern in annual mean
precipitation anomalies (their Fig. 3a) that is similar to the
one illustrated here. In particular, the authors found an
increasing/decreasing precipitation tendency over Amazon/
Northeast Brazil, which basically reflects the trend pattern
during winter months (their Fig. 3b); however, it appears that
simulations of the coupled models Coupled Model
Intercomparison Project (CMIP) 5 and CMIP3 do not represent such a feature (their Fig. 3d, g).
3.3 Amazon basin greenness (NDVI)
Changes in vegetation are analyzed using the NDVI maps
from 1982 to 2005. The spatial pattern of statistically significant annual NDVI trends in the area under study is displayed
in Fig. 11 superimposed on the estimated ERAI TCW trends
(contour lines).
Areas characterized by increasing atmospheric water content (Amazon basin) also reveal an increase of green vegetation. Conversely, Northeast Brazil shows a prevailing downward trend both in TCW and NDVI, although the NDVI trend
is not statistically significant and highly variable in space; this
is reasonably related to urbanization effects and the high

spatial resolution of the original index data. This result is in
agreement with the one by Baldi et al. (2008) who found a
statistically significant upward trend in annual NDVI using
GIMMS dataset (1982–1999). The authors also showed that
the use of Fourier-adjusted, solar zenith angle corrected, interpolated reconstructed (FASIR) NDVI series displays a
more coherent pattern of change in the Amazonia basin.
About the magnitude of the detected trend, it is worth
noticing that, given the range of variation of NDVI over land
between 0 and 1, an upward trend of 5×10−3/year implies the
index to increase by about 5 % per decade, while a downward
trend of −3×10−3/year results in an NDVI variation of 3 % per
decade. This encourages the deepening of the analysis on
vegetation changes in the Amazon basin using other longterm NDVI datasets based on an AVHRR sensor (STAR and
VIP) or new sensors (SPOT, Terra, and Aqua; Scheftic et al.
2014).
3.4 TCWV measurements from ground-based GPS
In this section, the comparison between TCWV measured at
two selected GPS stations, Bogotà and Brasilia, and that
provided by the reanalysis ERAI at the grid points closest to
the stations is discussed.
The long-term mean annual cycle at the two stations,
computed over the time section available (i.e., 2002–2012
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Fig. 9 Regional trend pattern of
precipitation for GPCP (1979–
2012) for the four seasons: a
September–November (SON), b
December–February (DJF), c
March–May (MAM), and d
June–August (JJA). Units are
millimeters per day per year. Red/
blue contours denote positive/
negative values; contour interval
is 0.01 mm/day/year and zero line
is excluded. Regions with
statistically significant trends at
95 % confidence level are in gray
(shaded)

for BOGT and 2000–2012 for BRAZ), shows different behavior reflecting the climate mean conditions of the two
locations (Fig. 12a, d): Bogotà is characterized by a subtropical highland climate influenced by the El Niño phenomenon
with high TCWV content during the wettest months in April,
May, October, and November (Fig. 12a). Brasilia instead
experiences a tropical savanna climate with high TCWV
content during the humid season lasting from November to
March (Fig. 12d).
The comparison between GPS measurements and reanalysis data on monthly timescale (Fig. 12b, e) reveals a
good agreement and the presence of a systematic bias.
Such a bias, here estimated as the mean difference between ERAI and GPS TCWV (about 6.4 mm for BOGT
and 2.5 mm for BRAZ), has been subtracted from the
reanalysis data. It appears to be related to a not perfect
spatial co-location, in particular, between the elevation of
GPS stations and selected grid points. On an annual basis
(Fig. 12c, f), the comparison shows that in the last
decade, the reanalysis product follows the GPS measurements, suggesting that the unveiled trends reflect the real
tendency of the atmospheric water vapor content.

To better investigate the trend on monthly timescale, we
have compared the deseasonalized TCWV time series from
ERAI and GPS at the two locations for the common time
period including their linear fittings (Fig. 13). For BOGT there
is a general agreement between reanalysis and observations,
and very close upward linear trends emerge (0.091 mm/year
for GPS and 0.073 mm/year for ERAI, statistically
significant). For BRAZ the time series behave likewise
with apparently different linear trends in the time section considered (0.004 mm/year for GPS and 0.073 mm/
year for ERAI), which, however, are both not statistically significant. As expected, the detected trends differ
from the ones found for the annual timescale and for
the longer time section (Fig. 3).
Results demonstrate the capability of ground-based GPS to
provide crucial information on the ongoing changes of climate
at regional level. At this stage, further analyses would be
appropriate, but unfortunately, they are limited by the lack of
a ground-based GPS network in the target areas of interest. It
is, however, desirable that further GPS stations are positioned
in the less impervious regions of the Amazonian basin and
Northeast Brazil.
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Fig. 10 Regional trend pattern
for the extended winter season
December–March (DJFM) for a
GPCP (1979–2012), b GPCC
(1979–2010), and c GPCC
dataset (1901–2010). Units are
millimeters per day per year. Red/
blue contours denote positive/
negative values; contour interval
is 0.02 mm/day/year in a–b and
0.005 mm/day/year in c; zero line
is excluded. Regions with
statistically significant trends at
95 % confidence level are in gray
(shaded)

4 Summary, discussion, and conclusions
The water content of the atmosphere is used as a diagnostic
tool to analyze interannual variability in terms of its largest
mode, that is, the long-term trend. A pronounced regional
dipole pattern of interannual climate variability emerges over
the South American continent using atmospheric analyses
from ERA-Interim datasets: It consists of two centers, one
representing the Andean Amazon basin and the other the
Northeast Brazil with increasing and decreasing water content. These centers are associated with water vapor
Fig. 11 Statistically significant
trend pattern of NDVI (1982–
2005, filled contours) and ERAI
TCW (1979–2012, line
contours). Units are 1 per year for
NDVI trend and millimeters per
year for TCW trend. Triangles
denote the locations of two
sample GPS stations in the target
areas (see Section 3.4)

convergence (divergence) and upward (downward) mass
fluxes, respectively. The analysis of 2-m temperature suggests
that in the Amazonian basin, the warming of the Earth’s
surface can only partially explain the observed increase of
atmospheric water vapor via the so-called positive water vapor
feedback, which is the main feedback of global warming at
large scale. Likely, other mechanisms contribute to the increasing atmospheric moisture in that region, such as moisture
transports and monsoon variability. The analysis of the V
index suggests that the Amazonian area is experiencing an
intensification of the monsoon activity that is also associated
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Fig. 12 Total column water
vapor (TCWV) measured at the
BOGT GPS station for the period
2002–2012: a long-term mean
annual cycle, b and c comparison
between GPS time series and
nearest ERAI grid point (4.5 N,
74.0 W) on monthly and annual
timescale, respectively. d–f As
before but for the BRAZ GPS
station for the period 2000–2012,
the nearest ERAI grid point is
16.0 S, 47.5 W. The ERAI
TCWV time series for Bogotà and
Brasilia have been corrected for a
bias of about 6.4 and 2.5 mm,
respectively. Interruptions in the
GPS time series denote missing
values

with an increase of precipitation. A regional dipole trend
pattern of increasing/decreasing precipitation in Amazonia/
northeast Brazil similar to the one found for TCW is observed
during the extended austral summer DJFM for the period
1979–present and persists when the time section is extended
back to 1901.
In addition, the comparison between TCW and observed
NDVI trends shows increasing (statistically significant) greenness that coincides with the moistening of the atmospheric
column in the Amazonia region. Possibly, the increased CO2
concentration observed in the atmosphere during the last
decades is being captured by vegetation in the Amazon forest
thus favoring its greenness. At this stage of the analysis, this
remains just an appealing hypothesis that must be verified
against CO2 observations in the region.
Ground-based GPS measurements of TCWV from two
sample stations in the target regions of Andean Amazon and
Northeast Brazil show that they provide an ideal tool for
monitoring regional climate change. This application
represents an extension to regional climate changes of
particular relevance of previous analyses by Bordi et al.

(2014) on the short- and long-term memory processes in
ground-based GPS data. In that paper, the authors showed
that high-temporal-resolution TCWV time series are characterized by long-term persistence beyond a week, pointing out
the relevance of studying their long-term variability.
We like to point out that, besides the Amazonian basin,
there are other regions of interest for climate studies affected
by statistically significant trends of TCW, like Eastern and
Western Pacific Ocean, showing remarkable downward and
upward trends, respectively (Fig. 2c). Regarding these regions, recent studies have identified the change of the tropical
Pacific Ocean circulation over the past two decades as one of
the possible causes of the warming hiatus period observed
during the years 2001–present (e.g., Karnauskas et al. 2009;
Sohn et al. 2013; Trenberth and Fasullo 2013; England et al.
2014 and references therein). The observed intensification of
trade winds, including the Walker and Hadley circulation
components, is reflected in an anomalous high sea level
pressure (SLP) centered at mid-latitudes (see England et al.
2014, their Fig. 2a showing trends in ERA-Interim surface
wind stress and SLP) and is related to an increasing cooling of
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Fig. 13 Deseasonalized TCWV time series from ERAI (black) and
ground-based GPS (red) at a Bogotà and b Brasilia. Straight dashed
lines denote the fitting linear trends computed ignoring the data points
with NaN. Units for TCWV are millimeters

the eastern tropical Pacific. Such a cooling, corresponding
closely to a negative phase of the Interdecadal Pacific
Oscillation (IPO), extends poleward along the coast of the
Americas and includes a warming in the Western Pacific
Warm Pool. We note that the global trend pattern of TCW
displayed in the present paper (Fig. 2c) is in agreement with
these features. In particular, the statistically significant trends
of TCW over the Pacific Ocean (i.e., the atmospheric drying/
moistening in Eastern/Western Pacific; Fig. 2c) are consistent
with those of sea-surface temperature (SST) and surface layer
air temperature (SAT) found by England et al. (2014), their
Fig. 2c, d). However, the dipole trend pattern of TCW characterizing the Amazonian region is not associated with a
similar one of SAT.
Furthermore, in Fig. 2d, we have shown how the strongest
El Niño events have likely lead to peaks in TCW at the sample
grid point G1 in the Amazonia basin. Similar peaks are not
evident in GPCP annual mean precipitation time series at a
grid point close to G1 (not shown). However, it is known that
the phases of the El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) cycle

have significant impacts on the monsoon system and the
rainfall pattern over tropical South America (see, for example,
Silva and Kousky 2012 and references therein). Usually, the
pattern of precipitation anomalies during El Niño episodes
shows considerable event-to-event variability with some authors suggesting that it depends on the type of ENSO (i.e., the
Eastern Pacific or the Central Pacific type; Li et al. 2011).
However, on average, the impact of El Niño/La Niña episodes
is to reduce/enhance precipitation over Northern Brazil (Silva
and Kousky 2012). Thus, the ENSO variability, of which the
IPO is a manifestation, may contribute to the moistening of the
Amazonian region jointly with an intensification of monsoon
activity.
Since ERA-20CM and ERA-Interim provide quite a different picture, though being qualitatively consistent at large
scale, we cannot exclude that (i) the ensemble model is deficient in reproducing the status of the atmosphere or (ii) the
reanalysis contains spurious biases and drifts as already noted
for temperature or ozone (Dee et al. 2011; Simmons et al.
2014). A good aspect of reanalysis is that model and data
assimilation systems remain unchanged throughout the analysis period, but changes can occur in the availability of observations, and this may result in wrong conclusions on the
trends.
Concluding, the results presented here must be viewed with
the caveat of uncertainties in both the GPS and reanalysis data.
Obtaining continuous long records of TCWV data from
ground-based GPS in a vast area like Amazonia is a challenge
as well as minimizing the spurious effects of the blending of
forecasts and observations in the reanalysis cycle. Although
the trend pattern masks considerable variability from year to
year and strongly depends on the time section considered, it
helps to identify regions that deserve further investigation.
Amazonia shows a changing environment that, according to
the present analysis, is modulated by the monsoon variability,
but additional analyses are envisaged to assess the real magnitude of such a change. Ground-based GPS appears to be a
promising tool for this purpose provided that a continuous and
long-lasting monitoring is guaranteed at the site. The instrument properly equipped with meteorological sensors of temperature, pressure, and precipitation can provide the necessary
information for the study of the local hydrological cycle, while
the registered TCWV data can be assimilated into the reanalysis system.
Finally, we like to mention that the regional features exposed here should be considered as an integral part of the
global climate, but the respective changes may be governed by
mechanisms other than the ones controlling the long-term
effects at global scale. The underlying dynamics related to
the South American monsoonal system and ENSO deserve
further investigations on seasonal/monthly timescale. Also,
the possible impact of vegetation change on the atmosphere
should be investigated. The increase in vegetation greenness
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observed in the Amazon basin (Fig. 11) might contribute to
the local reduction of the near-surface temperature when compared with the Northeast Brazil via an enhanced evapotranspiration (Fraedrich et al. 1999; Kleidon et al. 2000). These will
be topics of future studies.
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